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This paper presents a novel QoS and mobile cloud and fog computing framework for future fifth generation (5G) of mobile
and fixed nodes with radio network aggregation capability. The proposed 5G framework is leading to high QoS provisioning for
any given multimedia service, higher bandwidth utilization, traffic load sharing, mobile cloud plus fog computing features, and
multi-radio interface capabilities. The framework is user-centric, targeted at always-on connectivity with using radio network
aggregation for available mobile broadband connections, and empowered with mobile cloud and fog computing advantages.
Moreover, our proposed framework is using Lyapunov drift-plus-penalty theorem that provides a methodology for designing
algorithm to maximize the average throughput and stabilize the queuing. Also, we are showing the upper bound of the consumed
power and the lower bound of the battery lifetime for the proposed 5G terminal. The advanced performance of our 5G QoS
plus MCC framework is evaluated using simulations and analysis with multimedia traffic in heterogeneous mobile and wireless
environment. The simulation results are showing that the maximal network utilization, maximal throughput, minimal end-to-end
delay, efficient energy consumption, and other performance improvements are achieved.

1. Introduction

Nowadays we are at the point of era when the peak of 5G
researchers’ work is reached, the period of implementation
of the first pilot 5G networks. The year 2020 is near; it is the
yearwhenwe should expect the first full-operative 5Gdeploy-
ment. Comparedwith the previous network implementations
and designs, the future 5G systems should require smarter
devices able to provide mobile broadband services to the end
users, ubiquitousmobility, advancedmobile cloud computing
(MCC) features, fog computing features, enormous pro-
cessing power of the mobile devices, machine-to-machine-
based communications, better network utilization, andmany
other advanced capabilities [1–8]. Above all, the key goal is
provisioning high Quality of Service (QoS) support, as well
as faster computing features and longer battery life of mobile
nodes (MNs).The exponential growth in the amount of traffic
carried through mobile networks and cloud computing is
followed by a novel research work towards the advanced
computing capabilities of the core part of the networks.

The key trend in the past decade was to push the comput-
ing, control, data storage, and processing in the cloud com-
puting [9–14]. However, in order to meet the intelligent net-
working and computing demands in 5G network, the cloud
alone encounters too many limitations, such as requirements
for reduced latency, high mobility, high scalability, and real-
time execution. The existing cloud computing mechanisms
and data delivery models do not provide the necessary QoS
and Quality of Experience (QoE) for the forthcoming large-
scale and dynamic services in 5G networks. This is because
of the large number of hops of wired networks between the
5G base stations and the cloud which leads to a significant
increase in latency. Moreover, when all data generated by the
devices is directly forwarded to the cloud may devour the
bandwidth and lead to congestion.

A new paradigm called fog computing has emerged to
overcome these limitations [15, 16]. Fog distributes comput-
ing, data processing, and networking services to the edge
of the network, closer to end users. It is an architecture
where distributed edge and user devices collaborate with each
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other and with the clouds to carry out computing, control,
networking, and data management tasks [17, 18].

Rather than concentrating data and computation in a
small number of large clouds, many fog systems would be
deployed at the proximity to end users or where computing
and intelligent networking can best meet user needs. The
main idea is to take full advantage of local radio signal
processing, cooperative radio resource management, and
distributed storing capabilities in edge devices, which can
decrease the heavy burden on front haul and avoid large-scale
radio signal processing in the centralized baseband unit pool.

Undoubtedly, the future generation mobile services and
networksmove towards the user-centric concept, which is the
main reason why the user-centric approach is accepted as a
basis for our work.

This paper provides 5G technology framework that could
lead to high service performances with excellent QoS pro-
visioning and mobile cloud and fog computing capabilities,
using any existing and future RATs (Radio Access Technolo-
gies).

The proposed system model framework design and
methodology are based on the adaptive queuing Lyapunov
optimization techniques [19], which are powerful techniques
for optimizing time average queuing networks and are giving
joint stability and performance optimization. The solutions
and applications are including maximization of the aggre-
gated average throughput subject to average power con-
straints on the node interfaces (implying longer battery life,
as given in Section 3), minimizing average queue backlogs,
subject to minimal queue network delay, and leading to
achievements of overall system stability. Moreover, this sys-
tem model supports the fog computing service orchestration
mechanisms described in [20] and performs a quality eval-
uation of these mechanisms in terms of delay, throughput,
energy consumption, and energy efficiency.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 gives an overview of the most relevant research
works in this field of 5G nodes, cloud and mobile fog and
cloud computing. Section 3 presents the system design of
the 5G node with advanced QoS module within and MCC
features. Furthermore, Section 4 provides simulation results
for the proposed 5G nodes. Finally, Section 5 concludes this
paper and provides future work directions.

2. Related Works

The tremendous interest and developments of multime-
dia services for mobile and wireless broadband networks
undoubtedly lead to intensive research works towards
advanced mobile cloud computing algorithms and frame-
works for high level of QoS provisioning in each telecom-
munication network. At first place, our proposed 5G nodes
implement Lyapunov drift-plus-penalty techniques, which
for the first time were applied to wireless networks in [21] by
Tassiulas and Ephremides, where stochastic Lyapunov drift
is used to develop a joint optimal routing and scheduling
algorithm.

Tassiulas-Ephremides in [22] are introducing single-
hop RAN (radio access network) with random changing

connectivity, stability properties, and a policy that minimizes
the queue delay, but they are not studying the recourse
allocation problem under the assumption of multivalued
connectivities. However, the Lyapunov drift since then has
become a powerful technique for the development of stable
scheduling strategies for mobile and wireless systems [22–
25], computer networks and switches [26], ad hoc mobile
networks [27], wireless sensor networks [28], and wireless
mesh networks [29].

Other methods for joint stability and utility optimization
via Lyapunov drift are developed for stochastic networks in
[30, 31] for application to flow control and energy mini-
mization. An alternative approach is developed in [32] using
stochastic gradient theory and fluid model transformations.

In [33] the Lyapunov drift is also applied to wireless net-
workswithmultireceiver diversity, where an optimal diversity
backpressure routing algorithm is developed and shown
to improve performance beyond that of related diversity
algorithms that do not use backpressure. Moreover, in [34]
an optimization problem is presented to minimize the total
energy consumed by the mobile users in executing a given
service under total execution time constraints in the process
of cloud offloading for multi-radio enabled mobile devices.

The given optimization problem does not consider joint
stability and performance optimization, since there is no
usage of Lyapunov drift-plus-penalty technique and the aver-
age throughput is not maximized. Despite all related works,
this paper is applying a version of the Lyapunov drift-plus-
penalty theorem [35] in the future 5G nodes with adding
optimal battery usage algorithm. Such 5G node achieves high
performance regarding the aggregated average throughput,
minimal service delay, stability, and high level of overall
QoS assurance. Also, it has vertical multihoming and vertical
multistreaming features [36, 37] and mobile cloud and fog
computing capabilities.

The cloud in 5G is distributed on all 5G network architec-
tural levels. It can be centralized in 5G core, geodistributed in
5G RAN (CRAN and FogRAN), and peer-to-peer massively
distributed among the 5Gmobile smart user devices [38–40].

The centralized cloud in the 5G core consists of powerful
high-performance computing nodes which provide ubiqui-
tous, pervasive, convenient, and on-demand network access
to a shared pool of configurable computing resources such as
networks, servers, storage, applications, and services that are
rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management
effort or service provider interaction. This is an efficient and
scalable centralized solution for information management
and distribution, for the traditional desktop users that request
global information from the remote central server like world
news, stock market in different countries, etc.

The smart mobile devices on the other hand massively
demand local information around them [39]. For example,
a mobile user in a shopping center is interested in the
sales, open hour, restaurants, and events inside the attended
shopping center, while such information becomes useless
once he/she leaves the shopping center. Therefore, the con-
ventional cloud-based Internet is inefficient in serving the
local information desired by mobile users. Because the local
shops and stores first need to upload their information to a
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remote cloud server over Internet, only then the mobile users
would be able to obtain the desired information from the
remote cloud server. Although the physical distance between
the mobile user and the shops and stores is short, the actual
communication distance, between the mobile user and the
cloud server can be far, which may result in increased delay
and high congestion.

In addition, because the smart mobile devices have lim-
ited data processing and storage capabilities they offload both
the data storage and data processing to the cloud computing
data centers in 5G core [11], which may require very high
throughput and high bandwidth and low delay.

One possible solution to solve these issues is to geodis-
tribute the cloud in 5G RAN. The geodistributed cloud in
5G RAN may appear in the following forms: Cloud-RAN
(CRAN), mobile edge computing and fog computing.

CRAN incorporates cloud computing into RANs [41],
but the application storing and all radio signal processing
functions are centralized at the cloud computing server in 5G
core [41, 42]. However, billions of smart user devices need to
transmit and exchange their data fast enough with the base
band unit BBU pool, which requires high bandwidth and low
latency.

Therefore, heterogeneous cloud radio access networks
(HCRANs) have been proposed as a solution in which both
the user and control planes are decoupled [41, 43]. Here, the
centralized control function is shifted from the BBU pool in
CRANs to the high-power nodes (HPNs) in HCRANs. HPNs
also provide seamless coverage and execute the functions of
control plane.The high-speed data packet transmission in the
user plane is enabled with the radio heads (RRHs). HPNs
are connected to the BBU pool via the backhaul links for
interference coordination.

However, the HCRANs still have some disadvantages.
For example, traffic data over the fronthaul between RRHs
and the centralized BBU pool uses a lot of redundant
information, which worsens the fronthaul constraints. In
addition, HCRANs do not take fully utilize the processing
and storage capabilities in edge devices, such as RRHs and
smart user devices, a promising approach to successfully alle-
viate the burden of the fronthaul andBBUpool.Moreover, the
network operators must deploy a huge number of fixed RRHs
and HPNs in HCRANs in order to meet the requirements of
peak capacity, which makes a serious waste when the traffic
volume is not sufficiently large.

Therefore, it is necessary for data processing to be located
near the user devices and close to the data source, so that
high-speed transmission of 5G can be utilized and data can
be processed and filtered out by the time it reaches the
cloud. Because of this, mobile edge computing (MEC) has
recently started to receive much attention and it is seen as an
important technology component in 5G [44].

MEC is amodel that enables cloud computing platform to
be implemented within the radio access network, nearby the
mobile users in order to serve applications that are delay sen-
sitive and context aware.Themobile edge computing entity is
positioned next to the radio access network.This entity works
with downlink bitstreams from the cloud computing servers
to the mobile device and uplink bitstreams from the mobile

device to the cloud computing servers. The MEC platform
contains standard IT servers and network devices inside or
outside of the base station [44]. The external applications are
executed in virtual machines (VMs), which are connected
with the network devices [45]. Also, theMECplatform can be
deployed with standard IT servers, where the network device
is implemented as a software entity, such as Open Virtual
Switch or \pen vSwitch (OVS) [46].

However, mobile edge computing devices and entities
within the domain are standalone or interconnected ones
through proprietary networks with custom security and little
interoperability. Although MEC has recently attempted to
include some functions of cloud computing like interoper-
ability, local security, etc., it does not extend to the cloud or
across domains [47, 48].

In order to provide seamless extension of cloud com-
puting into the edge of the network for secure control and
management of domain specific hardware, software, and
standard computing, storage, and network functions within
the domain and enable secure rich data processing appli-
cations across the domain, a new paradigm known as fog
computing is introduced [15–18]. It represents a completely
geodistributed network,multilayered cloud computing archi-
tecture for data processing and storage, which contains
billions of devices as part of Internet ofThings (IoT), multiple
local clouds at the edge of the network: fog and main
central hyperscalable cloud computing data center. A single
application in the fog is distributed to the devices through
the cloud components embedded in the nodes in the different
network levels, for example, in the RAN, multiservice edge
and the core of the network (in the IP/MPLS routers and
switches, the gateways of the mobile packet core, etc.). In this
way the cloud is closer to the users of mobile devices and is
able to offer ultralow latency, higher throughput, lower power
consumption, better energy efficiency, quicker response, and
high bandwidth, as well as real-time access to the radio
information that will be used by the applications in order to
offer context related services.

The Fog computing Radio Access Network (FogRAN)
architecture uses the advantage of local radio signal process-
ing, cooperative radio resourcemanagement, and distributed
storing capabilities in edge devices, which can decrease the
heavy burden on front haul and avoid large-scale radio
signal processing in the centralized baseband unit pool
[41]. It contains fog computing nodes that are positioned
at the edge of the network, away from the 5G core cloud
computing data centers. These fog computing nodes have
dense geographical distribution. Therefore, they extend the
cloud computing at the edge of the network and provide very
low and predictable latency and high support of mobility. If
the smart mobile device moves far away from the current
servicing fog computing node, then the fog computing node
redirects the services and the application to a fog node
that is located at the proximity to the smart mobile device.
Fog computing nodes also provide support of applications
with awareness of device geographical location and device
context. They directly communicate with the mobile users
through edge gateway and single-hop wireless connections
using the off-the-shelf wireless interfaces, like LTE, WiFi,
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Figure 1: Overview of the system model and 5G nodes.

Bluetooth, etc. They also independently provide predefined
service applications to mobile users without assistances from
cloud computing data centers or Internet. In addition, the
fog nodes are connected to the centralized cloud centers in
order to leverage the rich functions and application tools of
the cloud.

However, the FogRANsolution does not spread the cloud,
i.e., the fog computing capabilities, to the level of the smart
user devices, such as such as smartphones, IoT devices,
sensors, etc. Our proposed solution framework achieves
this. In our solution, 5G smart user devices form locally
distributed peer-to-peer (P2P) mobile cloud, where each
device shares the resources with other devices in the same
local cloud [49]. One of the devices is selected as Local Cloud
Resource Scheduler, which performs management on the
resource requests and allocates tasks to the devices in the
local cloud or Fog Data Center if necessary. The decision
about the selection of the Local Cloud Resource Scheduler is

done according to the connectivity to the local network, CPU
performance, battery lifetime, energy efficiency, etc.

3. System Model

Figure 1 depicts the system model and usage scenario for
our proposed 5G mobile cloud computing framework. Also,
the main characteristics of our 5G node with incorporated
advanced QoS user-centric aggregation module with vertical
multihoming and multistreaming features are illustrated in
Fig. 1 in [35]. The 5G nodes (5G mobile node in the access
part of the network and 5G Cloud-RAN node in the core
part of the network) are multi-RAT interface, equipped with
several (M) interfaces: each for different RAT. Despite our
previous works [35, 49, 50] and using AQUAplus (advanced
QoS-based user-centric aggregation plus Lyapunov optimiza-
tion) algorithm from [35], the novelty in this framework is
in
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(i) implementing additional intelligent battery saving
module (for optimal use of energy) in the 5G mobile nodes;
implementing advanced mobile cloud and fog computing
features within the proposed 5G system architecture for rich
computational resources (used by AQUAplus for faster and
better QoS provisioning),

(ii) placingmost of the complexAQUAplus optimization’s
calculations and computations within the 5G Cloud-RAN.

Moreover, the 5G Cloud-RAN is placed not in the core
network, but near the RANs, for achieving smaller delays
and faster responses to the end user’s 5G mobile nodes.
In addition, the fog computing is included in each 5G
RAN and the smart user devices. The locally distributed
P2P mobile cloud has its own advantages, because the
workload of the application is managed in a distributed
fashion without any point of centralization. This provides
scalability, while exploitation of user resources reduces the
service cost. The devices possess capacities such as storage
space, computational power, online time, and bandwidth.
Finally, the P2P mobile cloud has an ability to adapt to
network failures and dynamically changing network topology
with a transient population of nodes/devices, while ensuring
acceptable connectivity and performance. Thus, P2P systems
exhibit a high degree of self-organization, self-optimization,
and fault tolerance.

Compared to cloud computing, fog computing formobile
users provides enhanced service quality with increased data
rate and reduced delay and response time. In addition,
by avoiding the duplicated back and forth traffic between
cloud and mobile user, not only is the backbone bandwidth
significantly saved, but also the energy consumption of core
networks can be greatly reduced; i.e., the energy efficiency
is greatly improved. This contributes to the reduction of
operation costs for the network operators and sustainable
development of green networking. Moreover, by reduction of
the bandwidth cost of data transmission in the backbone, the
service cost for the users is also reduced.

3.1. 5G QoS Algorithm and Mobile Cloud. The Advanced
QoS-based algorithm (i.e., AQUAplus) is set within the 5G
node (in both nodes: fixed and mobile). But, despite the lim-
ited 5G mobile node’s performances (processing resources,
limited memory, battery lifetime, etc.), most of the complex
and tremendous calculations are transferred in the fixed 5G
node, here named 5G Cloud-RAN.

In this way, we have mobile fog computing done in the
5G mobile nodes and MCC done in the 5G fixed node (5G
Cloud-RAN).

To emphasize that the used AQUAplus algorithm is
explained in detail in [35] (named plus, because it is extension
of our AQUA algorithm placed within 5G mobile nodes and
proxy servers, presented in related previous papers [49, 50]).

The used system model for the 5G nodes consisted of
three main parts: multimedia services (i.e., sources of infor-
mation for audio, video, and/or data), module for QoS-based
intelligent routing (using AQUAplus algorithm [23]), and
queues for each different RAT interface. We are considering
𝑁 application sources, which are stationary independent

processes with packet arrival rates 𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . 𝑥i, . . . , 𝑥N for
every time slot t.

Each source arrival process 𝑥i(𝑡) is entering in the
AQUAplus module where, at the first place, the vertical
multistreaming and multihoming processes ([36, 37]) of
division of one stream (traffic which is originating from one
service source) is done, in order to go over different queues.
Further, the AQUAplus module is considering 𝑀 queue
network with queue vector Q(𝑡) = (𝑄1(𝑡), 𝑄2(𝑡), . . . , 𝑄M(𝑡))
that evolves in slotted time 𝑡 ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, . . .} with update
equation:

𝑄𝑚 (𝑡 + 1) = max [𝑄𝑚 (𝑡) + 𝐴𝑚 (𝑡) − 𝜇𝑚 (𝑡) , 0] , (1)

where 𝐴𝑚(𝑡) = ∑𝑁𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖,𝑚𝑥𝑖(𝑡) is arrival rate variable for the
m-th queue, and the parameter 𝑤𝑖,𝑚 is the weighting factor
for the 𝑖th traffic flow (i.e., 𝑥i(𝑡)), which goes over m-th RAT
interface; 𝜇𝑚(𝑡) is output serving rate variable of the m-th
queue, where 𝑚 ∈ {1, 2, 3 . . .𝑀}. After each queue we are
trying to achieve maximal output serving rate 𝜇𝑗(𝑡) on each
interface 𝑗 = 1, 2, ..𝑀, so the sum of all output serving rates,
over the time will be also with maximal value.

Also, we are considering a vector with time average power
values for each interface as p ≜ (𝑝1(𝑡), 𝑝2(𝑡), . . . , 𝑝𝑀(𝑡)). Let
the x ≜ (𝑥1(𝑡), 𝑥2(𝑡), . . . , 𝑥𝑁(𝑡))be a vector of the time average
arrival rates (𝑥i(𝑡)) and 𝜃(x) ≜ ∑𝑀𝑚=1∑𝑁𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖,𝑚𝑥𝑖(𝑡) be the
separable utility function of that vector, which is in the same
time the objective function (same as that in [35]). Then, for
each 5G node we are applying stochastic utility maximization
framework to a simple flow based network model, so the
following optimization problem in uplink (in the 5G mobile
nodes) and downlink (in the fixed 5G Cloud-RAN node) is
considered and solved with the AQUAplus algorithm (see
[35]).

Maximize

𝜃 (x) ≜
𝑀

∑
𝑚=1

𝑁

∑
𝑖=1

𝑤𝑖,𝑚𝑥𝑖 (𝑡) (2)

subject to the following:
(1) Time average flow over the queue𝑄𝑚(t) is less than or

equal to the time average maximal output serving rate on the
interfacem; i.e.,

𝑁

∑
𝑖=1

𝑤𝑖,𝑚𝑥𝑖 (𝑡) ≤ 𝜇𝑚max, ∀𝑚 ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,𝑀} . (3)

(2) All queues 𝑄m(𝑡) are rate stable; i.e.,

lim
𝑡→∞

E {𝑄𝑚 (𝑡)}
𝑡 = 0, ∀𝑚 ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,𝑀} . (4)

(3) The desired time average power constraints are met
[31] (𝑝𝑚(t) is the power incurred in interface 𝑚 of the
network on slot t, and 𝑝𝑚𝑎V is a required time average power
expenditure); i.e.,

lim sup
𝑡→∞

𝑝𝑚 (𝑡) ≤ 𝑝𝑚𝑎V, ∀𝑚 ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,𝑀} . (5)
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(4) For the control policy action: 𝛼𝐿(𝑡) ∈ 𝐴𝜓(𝑡).
For t > 0, the used variables as time average over the first

𝑡 slots are defined for𝑚 ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . ,𝑀}, with

𝑥𝑚 (𝑡) ≜ lim
𝑡→∞

1
𝑡
𝑡−1

∑
𝜏=0

E {𝑥𝑚 (𝑡)} ;

𝑝𝑚 (𝑡) ≜ lim
𝑡→∞

1
𝑡
𝑡−1

∑
𝜏=0

E {𝑝𝑚 (𝑡)} .
(6)

For solving the above optimization problem AQUAplus
algorithm [35] uses the Lyapunov drift-plus-penalty method
(using fixed penalty control parameter V) given in [19]. Here
constraints (1), (2), and (3) of the optimization problem are
enforcedwith the actual queue𝑄𝑚(t) (1) and the virtual queue
for eachm:

𝑆𝑚 (𝑡 + 1) = max [𝑆𝑚 (𝑡) + 𝑝𝑚 (𝑡) − 𝑝𝑚𝑎V, 0] , (7)

where it is easy to show that there is stable mean rate [19]
(with finite queue length).

The main outcomes of using AQUAplus algorithm are
maximizing the aggregated average throughput and provid-
ingminimal average queue delay and optimal power (battery)
usage, simultaneously causing network and system stability.

For more details on how AQUAplus solves the above
optimization problem and how it gives the optimal flow
control decisions, see [35].

The complex optimization’s calculations and computa-
tions are placed in the 5G Cloud-RAN node, due to the
processing potentials of this node, the memory usage, power
supplies, and many other superior features in comparison
with the mobile terminals. In that way, we have MCC
implementation, which helps 5G mobile nodes to relax and
offload from the complex AQUAplus calculations.The simple
optimization computations are done in the 5Gmobile nodes,
following the fog computing manner.

The energy efficiency EE represents the amount of data
that can be transferred through the power consumed per user,
usually on a single cell, and is the ratio between the user
throughput R and the power P:

𝐸𝐸 = 𝑅
𝑃 [ [𝑏𝑖𝑡/𝑠/𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙]

[𝐽𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑒/𝑠/𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙]] = 𝑅
𝑃 [ 𝑏𝑖𝑡

𝐽𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑒] (8)

The reciprocal value of the energy efficiency represents
the energy 𝐸 consumed per bit per user:

𝐸 = 1
𝐸𝐸 = 𝑃

𝑅 [[𝐽𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑒/𝑠/𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙][𝑏𝑖𝑡/𝑠/𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙] ] = 𝑃
𝑅 [𝐽𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑏𝑖𝑡 ] (9)

Throughput is the quantity of data that can pass from
source to destination in a specific time. The user throughput
is calculated as a ratio of the peak data rate Rmax of the
particular RAN and the number of smart user devices N and
proportional to some weight coefficient 𝜇:

𝑅 = 𝜇𝑅max
𝑁 [𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 ] (10)

Table 1: Typical values for the power consuming coefficients in 5G
network.

𝛼 [mW/Mbps] 𝛼 [mW/Mbps] 𝛽 [mW]
(downlink) (uplink)
6.5 6.5 11475.97

Here 𝜇 is a weight coefficient that models the bottleneck
problem for the data that carry services from the cloud
computing data centers.Due to the increased number of flows
for different service requirements, the user throughput given
in (10) is decreased for a certain factor.

The weight coefficient 𝜇 may receive values between 0.8
and 1, and its value depends on how much the cloud is far
away from the radio access network. If the cloud is closer
to the base station of the radio access network then the
coefficient 𝜇 has higher value, and if the cloud is at a greater
distance from the base station of the radio access network
then the coefficient 𝜇 would have lower value. If the mobile
device uses a service that is located in the fog computing
environment, i.e., in the radio access network, then theweight
coefficient 𝜇 is equal to 1. For our simulation purposes 𝜇 is
equal to 1 for a fog computing node, 0.9 for a CRAN, and 0.8
for cloud computing data center.

The peak data rate Rmax for 5G radio access network
depends primarily on the Adaptive Modulation Coding
Scheme (AMSC) that makes a compensation for the noise,
interference, and other factors that have a negative influence
on the useful signal in order to deliver higher capacity and
better coverage in the presence of noise and other distortions.
Depending on the distance between the mobile user device
and the radio access network, in the areas where the signal
level is good, a modulation with a higher data rate and
less robust coding is used. On the other hand, in the areas
where the signal level is weak or multipath reflections exist,
a modulation with lower data rate and more robust coding is
used in order to minimize the errors. For more details about
the possible modulation coding schemes for 5G radio access
networks, see [51].

In the real world, which modulation coding scheme
would be applied at which distance is left to be decided by
the network operator itself. In the simulations of this doctoral
dissertation the maximum distance between the mobile user
device and the base station is taken to be 5000 meters,
where at every 500 meters the modulation coding scheme is
changed.

The consumedpower𝑃 can be expressed through the user
throughput 𝑅 with the following linear equation [52]:

𝑃 = 𝛼𝑅 + 𝛽 (11)

where 𝛼 is the coefficient that gives the power necessary
for data transfer (in downlink or uplink direction), 1nd 𝛽 is
a coefficient that represents the idle power [53]. Table 1 gives
the values of these coefficients for 5G mobile network, which
are empirically (numerically) calculated.

Finally, the 5G Cloud-RAN node always can forward
part of the AQUAplus computations and calculations in the
central cloud computing servers (in Figure 1 cloud servers)
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for minimizing the delay from solving of the optimization
problem, computing load balancing, and reaching the opti-
mal results faster.

3.2. Consumed Energy and Battery Lifetime. Crucially impor-
tant for the proposed 5G mobile nodes with AQUAplus
algorithm is to find the theoretical upper bound of the
consumed energy (or power) and the lower bound for the
battery lifetime. It is emphasized that the 5G fixed node (the
5G Cloud-RAN node) has theoretically unlimited energy,
because it uses power supply units and uses back-up batteries
(Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPS)) when there is no
power supply, which is very rare case in the core network.

Let us have upper bound of each value for the energy
queue 𝐸𝑚(𝑡) ≤ 𝐸𝑚max, where the upper bound of the energy
queue 𝐸𝑚(t) is defined as

𝐸𝑚max ≜ 𝑄𝑚max ⋅ 𝑇 + (𝐸𝑚max − 𝐸𝑚𝑎V)
for each 𝑚 ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . ,𝑀} , (12)

where 𝑄𝑚max is maximal length of the real queue 𝑄𝑚(t).
Also, we assumed that 𝑄m(𝑡) ≤ 𝑄𝑚max. From the other side,
T is the slot time (or bit period), 𝐸𝑚max is maximal energy,
which can be consumed on radio interface m, and 𝐸𝑚𝑎V is a
required average value of the energy expenditure on the radio
interfacem, defined as 𝑇 ⋅ 𝑝𝑚𝑎V.

We will prove the following.

Theorem 1. For each positive number T, which is the number
of time units for one time slot, the total consumed energy in
our proposed 5G mobile fog computing node, for each radio
network interface m, for each time slot T, is determined by the
upper bound of the expression 𝐸𝑚𝑎V +𝐸𝑚max; i.e., the following
inequality is satisfied:

𝑡0+𝑇−1∑
𝜏=𝑡0

𝑝𝑚 (𝜏) ≤ 𝐸𝑚𝑎V + 𝐸𝑚max,

∀𝑡0 ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} , ∀𝑇 ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . .} .
(13)

In order to prove the above upper bound, we will start
from (7). So, applying the above defined upper bound for
virtual queue (7), i.e., assuming that 𝑍𝑚(t+1)≤ 𝑍𝑚max, we
have the following inequality:

max [𝑍𝑚 (𝑡) + 𝑝𝑚 (𝑡) − 𝑝𝑚𝑎V, 0] ≤ 𝑍𝑚max. (14)

We start from dynamic equation (7), knowing that for
each time slot 𝜏 ≥ 0 the following is satisfied:

𝑍𝑚 (𝜏 + 1) − 𝑍𝑚 (𝜏) ≥ +𝑝𝑚 (𝜏) − 𝑝𝑚𝑎V. (15)

Now, summarizing the above equation over 𝜏 ∈ {𝑡1, ..𝑡2 −1} and applying the low of telescoping sums (method of
differences, i.e., differentials) we have

𝑍𝑚 (𝑡2) − 𝑍𝑚 (𝑡1) ≥
𝑡2−1∑
𝜏=𝑡1

𝑝𝑚 (𝜏) −
𝑡2−1∑
𝜏=𝑡1

𝑝𝑚𝑎V. (16)

Next, replacing 𝑡1=𝑡0 and 𝑡2= 𝑡0+T-1, plus assuming that
𝑝𝑚𝑎V is a constant value, expression (16) is transformed into

𝑍𝑚 (𝑡0 + 𝑇 − 1) − 𝑍𝑚 (𝑡0) ≥
𝑡0+𝑇−1∑
𝜏=𝑡0

𝑝𝑚 (𝜏) − 𝑇 ⋅ 𝑝𝑚𝑎V. (17)

Because the expression from the left side of inequality (16)
for sure is equal to or lower than𝑍𝑚max, with multiplying the
virtual power queues with T (time slot duration) and with
small rearrangements, we proved that (17) is satisfied.

With that, the statement for the total consumed energy
for our proposed system model is proved and is smaller
than or equal to 𝐸𝑚𝑎V + 𝐸𝑚max. This bound is of significant
importance for the 5G mobile fog computing nodes, which
have energy scarcity, and it shows that it is proportional to
the time for using all included radio interfaces, the average
allowed energy (for each interface), and the maximal backlog
value of the network queues.

If the values of the above-mentioned parameters are
lower, consequently the total consumed energy should be
smaller and the power supplies for the 5G node’s battery will
be also small. In that direction, the overall lifetime of the
battery will be longer (the energy efficiency of the 5G node’s
battery will be with large value).

Furthermore, if we observe the radio network interface
m, which is wireless transmitter and receiver, let the initially
used energy be𝐸𝑚 from the batterywith total energyE (where
𝐸 = ∑𝑀𝑚=1 𝐸𝑚).Then, the guaranteed battery lifetime (𝑡bat) for
the proposed 5Gmobile node can be found by the derivation
from the direct dependency of the total energy and the total
battery power, i.e., from the starting point

𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (𝑡) = 𝐸
𝑡𝑏𝑎𝑡 (18)

and from the fact that, for a particular radio interface m,
the total energy on them-th interface is

𝐸𝑚 = 𝑡𝑏𝑎𝑡
𝑡0+𝑇−1∑
𝜏=𝑡0

𝑝𝑚 (𝜏) , 𝑚 ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . .𝑀} . (19)

By summarizing (19) for all used radio network interfaces,
the total energy 𝐸 could be found. Consequently, the battery
lifetime (duration) for our proposed 5G mobile node is

𝑡𝑏𝑎𝑡 = 𝐸
∑𝑀𝑚=1∑𝑡0+𝑇−1𝜏=𝑡0

𝑝𝑚 (𝜏)
, 𝑚 ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . .𝑀} . (20)

If on (20) we apply (17) for the total consumed power of
the network radio interface m, then the total battery lifetime
is determined with the following expression:

𝑡𝑏𝑎𝑡 ≥ 𝐸
∑𝑀𝑚=1 (𝑇 ⋅ 𝑝𝑚𝑎V + 𝑍𝑘max)

= 𝐸
𝑀 ⋅ 𝑍𝑘max + 𝑇∑𝑀𝑚=1 𝑝𝑚𝑎V

.
(21)

As can be noticed, the battery lifetime of the 5G mobile
fog computing node is determined by the existence of lower
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bound, given with the right side of expression (21). Conse-
quently, the battery of the 5Gmobile fog computing node will
have longer life, if the available energy per RAT interface is
higher and is inversely proportional to the number of used
interfaces (M), maximal backlog value of the queues, the
duration of the time slot T, and the value of the average
power (pav) per radio interface. One can notice that the radio
network interfaces which are not used (up) at the particular
time slot should not be included in the calculations, so we can
get longer battery lifetime for the 5G terminal.The derivation
above (in expression (21)) is solved by the assumption that all
radio interfaces are launched (active) and that all of them are
having the same average power expenditures (𝑝𝑚𝑎V). But, in
the optimal case, there are only several RATs available and the
most appropriate ones of them are chosen by the AQUAplus,
so the energy consumption is reduced to a minimum.That is
how the battery lifetime in our proposed 5G mobile node is
longer and in the worst case comparable with the nowadays
smartphones (3G or 4G mobile terminals).

On the other hand, considering the recently established
Koomey law [54], based on analysis of electrical efficiency of
computation in the past six decades, the overall outcome is
that “the power needed to perform a task requiring a fixed
number of computations will fall by half every 1.5 years,
enabling mobile devices performing such tasks to become
smaller and less power consuming and making many more
mobile computing applications feasible. Alternatively, the
performance of mobile devices could continue to double
every 1.5 years while maintaining the same battery life
(assuming battery capacity does not improve).” Roughly
speaking, in a period of three years (e.g., from 2017 to
2020) the computational processing in the mobile terminals
can increase around 8 times (23=8, due to 2 periods of 1.5
years in the 3-year period) with the same battery life, thus
providing possibility of use of several different RAT interfaces
at the same time for different multimedia services, including
current as well as future ones. So, it is expected that the
initial ICT philosophy of keeping the network simple, as
much as possible, and giving more functionalities to the end
nodes (5G mobile node and 5G Cloud-RAN and fog node),
would become reality in the future generation of mobile (5G)
networks.

4. Simulation Results and Analysis

In this section, we provide simulation results for the key
QoS parameters: average throughput and delays as well as
energy consumption and energy efficiency results using the
proposed 5G nodes with high level of QoS provisioning with
MCC and fog features.

The 5G scenarios include 5G mobile network with 100
to 1000 smart 5G capable user devices that are located at
different distances from the serving 5Gbase stations in the 5G
RAN.Therefore different 5G smart devices are using different
modulation coding schemes over the 5G radio interface,
which results in different peak data rates 𝑅max. The resulting
average power for each interface within the 5G nodes is set
to be 𝑝𝑚av =0.721 W. The control parameter is V=10. All
exogenous stochastic inputs (sources) are independent of
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Figure 2: Average delay versus number interfaces in 5G nodes.

Poisson processes, with three basic packet arrival rates: 𝜆1=50
packets/s, 𝜆2=24.316 packets/s, and 𝜆3=68.9655 packets/s
(corresponding to the packet arrival’s rates of VoIP, VoIP-
conference, and data, respectively).

Figure 2 shows simulation results over 108 slots for the
average delay values (in units of slots) versus different number
of active application sources/services (different values for the
total input packet arrival rate), when the complete arrival
rate vector for 𝑁 = 10 sources is 𝜆 = [68.9655; 50; 24.316;
100; 50; 50; 24.316; 50; 68.9655; 68.9655]. If the number of
sources is 𝑁 = 9, then only the first nine arrival rates will
be summarized from the vector 𝜆, etc. In all seven cases the
250 5G mobile nodes are moving with average velocity of
40 km/h.

Themaximal output serving rate vectors 𝜇M (forM = 1, 2,
. . ., 7) for all cases are as follows:

(i) If M=1, then 𝜇1= (1/250)∗[44643].
(ii) If M=2 then 𝜇2= (1/250)∗[44643 12500].
(iii) If M=3 then 𝜇3= (1/250)∗[44643 12500 5000].
(iv) IfM=4, then 𝜇4= (1/250)∗[6694.4 12500 5000 44643].
(v) If M=5, then 𝜇5= (1/250)∗[6694.4 12500 5000 44643

6694.4].
(vi) If M=6, then 𝜇6= (1/250)∗[6694.4 12500 5000 44643

5000 6694.4].
(vii) If M=7, then 𝜇7= (1/250)∗[6694.4 12500 5000 44643

5000 6694.4 12053.57].
Undoubtedly, as the total number of used interfaces in

5G nodes is higher, the average delay is smaller. The case
when they are 7 interfaces is achieving superior results for any
number of data sources over other six cases.

It is emphasized that in Figures 2–4 the case when there is
only one used interface (M=1) is the case when we are using
the basic mobile fog and cloud computing methods [15–18]
and there is no AQUAplus algorithm within the used mobile
nodes. With this specific comparison, the novelty and actual
value of the proposed framework is clearly defined.Moreover,
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Figure 3: Average delay versus average velocity of 5Gmobile nodes.
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Figure 4: Average throughput versus velocity of 5G mobile nodes.

the above maximal output rates are carefully chosen to be
adequate to the maximal uplink serving rates (by dividing
the uplink bit rates with the average number of bits per
packet) of LTE/LTE-Advanced, IEEE 802.11n, IEEE 802.16e,
IEEE 802.16m, and IEEE 802.11ac RATs, shared between 250
mobile nodes in one cell.

The upper bound for the average time delay is calculated
by Little’s theorem [55, 56], i.e., by dividing the average
queuing backlog with the average arrival rates, respectively.
Consequently, the case with more interfaces within 5G nodes
with AQUAplus algorithm will cause minimal average time
queue backlogs. It is noticeable that the delays start to rise
when the number of sources is equal to the number of RAT
interfaces which are launched (M).

Furthermore, Figure 3 presents the average queue delays
versus the average velocity of 5G mobile nodes (250 5G
mobile nodes in total), when the number of sources is fixed on
𝑁 = 3, with arrival rate vector 𝜆 = [𝜆1 𝜆2 𝜆3]. The maximal
output serving rate vectors 𝜇M for all cases are as follows:

(i) If M=1, then 𝜇1= (1/250)∗[6694.4].
(ii) If M=2 then 𝜇2= (1/250)∗[6694.4 12500].
(iii) If M=3 then 𝜇3= (1/250)∗[6694.4 12500 5000].
(iv) If M=4, then 𝜇4= (1/250)∗[6694.4 12500 5000 2250].
(v) If M=5, then 𝜇5= (1/250)∗[6694.4 12500 5000 2250

12053.57].
(vi) If M=6, then 𝜇6= (1/250)∗[6694.4 12500 5000 44643

5000 6694.4].
(vii) If M=7, then 𝜇7= (1/250)∗[6694.4 12500 5000 44643

5000 6694.4 12053.57].
It is evident that as the number of RAT interfaces is higher

(i.e., for M=5) the value of the average delay is lower for
each velocity; even it is with rising trend versus velocity. In
the case with only one RAT interface (there is no AQUAplus
algorithm within the mobile nodes and when we are using
the basic mobile fog and cloud computing methods [15–
18]) the average queue delay values are maximal (see the
curve where M=1 in Figure 3). Also, with smaller number
of RAT interfaces the average throughput is smaller and is
supporting only those RAT interfaces belonging to the RAT
with best mobility support. A key observation about the
above algorithm is that it does optimal flow control deci-
sions, simultaneously causing network queuing stability and
minimal network queue delays plus optimal battery usage.
Moreover, as the number of available RATs is increasing and
more RAT interfaces are launched, more superior overall 5G
performances are achieved. Also, we must take care of the
trade-off between the battery lifetime (which is smaller when
there aremore active radio interfaces (M)) and the achievable
throughputs included in the overall performance of the 5G
nodes, as discussed in the previous section.

In the same time, we must to take into consideration the
average power constraints for each radio interface, in order
to avoid uncontrolled interference between the different RAT
interfaces.

Furthermore, Figure 4 presents the average uplink
throughput versus the average velocity of 250 5G mobile
nodes, when the number of sources is fixed on 𝑁 = 3, with
arrival rate vector 𝜆 = [50 24.316 68.9655]. The maximal
output serving rate vectors 𝜇M for M = 1, 2,. . ., 7 are as
follows:

(i) If M=1, then 𝜇1= (1/250)∗[6694.4].
(ii) If M=2 then 𝜇2= (1/250)∗[6694.4 12500].
(iii) If M=3 then 𝜇3= (1/250)∗[6694.4 12500 5000].
(iv) If M=4, then 𝜇4= (1/250)∗[6694.4 12500 5000 2250].
(v) If M=5, then 𝜇5= (1/250)∗[6694.4 12500 5000 2250

12053.57].
(vi) If M=6, then 𝜇6= (1/250)∗[6694.4 12500 5000 44643

5000 6694.4].
(vii) If M=7, then 𝜇7= (1/250)∗[6694.4 12500 5000 44643

5000 6694.4 12053.57].
It is evident that as the number of RAT interfaces is higher

(i.e., forM=7) the average aggregated throughput is higher for
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Figure 5: Energy efficiency in 5G mobile network.
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Figure 6: Energy consumption in 5G mobile network.

each velocity value; even it is with diminishing trend versus
velocity. Also, with smaller number of interfaces the average
throughput is smaller and is supporting only those RAT
interfaces belonging to the RAT with best mobility support
and omnipresence features.

The energy efficiency and energy consumption results in
5G network for fog, CRAN, and cloud computing environ-
ment are provided in Figures 5 and 6, respectively.

Figure 5(a) provides the energy efficiency in 5G network
as a function of the number of 5G smart user devices, for a
distance range 0 to 500 meters, where the highest order of
MCS, i.e., highest peak data rate, is offered. Figure 5(b)
provides the energy efficiency in 5G network as a function
of the distance for 100 5G mobile nodes.

Figure 6(a) provides the energy consumption in 5G net-
work as a function of the number of 5G mobile nodes, for
a distance range 0 to 500 meters, where the highest order
of MCS, i.e., highest peak data rate, is offered. Figure 6(b)
provides the energy consumption in 5Gnetwork as a function
of the distance, for 100 5Gmobile nodes. In order to compare
our results in Figures 5 and 6 the energy efficiency and
consumption results are depicted for both local processing
in the 5G mobile node and offloading the tasks from the 5G
mobile node to the cloud computing data centers, which are
obtained according to the scenario given in [53]. It is expected
that the offloading to the cloud offers better energy efficiency
and lower energy consumption than the local processing.
Our energy efficiency and energy consumption results for
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the case of cloud computing show much more improvement
than the energy efficiency and energy consumption results
given in [53]. This is due to the application on the adaptive
queuing Lyapunov optimization techniques that perform
optimization and maximization of the aggregated average
user throughput subject to average power constraints on the
node interfaces.

Moreover, it can be noticed that our solution fog com-
puting (implemented in the 5G mobile nodes and in 5G
FogRAN) provides the lowest energy consumption and the
highest energy efficiency, compared to CRAN and cloud
computing environment. CRAN environment in terms of
energy efficiency and energy consumption is between the fog
computing and cloud computing environment, and the cloud
computing environment has the lowest energy efficiency and
highest energy consumption per bit.

A key observation about the above 5G framework is that
it does optimal flow control decisions, maximizes the average
throughput, minimizes the end-to-end delay, simultaneously
causing network queuing stability, minimizes the energy
consumption, and maximizes the energy efficiency in CRAN
and fog computing. Overall, it achieves high level of QoS
provisioning. Moreover, as the number of available RATs is
increasing and more RAT interfaces are up, more superior
overall performances are achieved.

5. Conclusion

The paper presents analytical QoS and MCC framework for
5G nodes with multistreaming and mobile cloud features for
5G mobile broadband networks. The 5G nodes are maxi-
mizing the aggregated average throughput and stabilize the
queuing, simultaneously providing minimal average queue
delay. Also, the optimal consumption of energy and the
module for longer battery lifetime for the proposed 5G
framework with QoS assurance algorithm are presented.
The 5G node with Lyapunov drift-plus-penalty technique
implemented in the user 5G mobile fog computing nodes
and in the 5G Cloud-RAN (fixed) node in the core network
handles simultaneously multiple multimedia services via
multiple wireless andmobile network interfaces.The analysis
shows that the performance gain with AQUAplus module
with multi-RAT interfaces in 5G heterogeneous networks
with multiple available RANs is higher if we have more
available heterogeneous RATs.

Thepresented framework is leading to the practical policy
control algorithms that are provably optimal and stable net-
work (the method guarantees stability of the power queues),
with high level of QoS provisioning and mobile cloud
computing support.

The cloud in 5G networks would be diffused among the
client devices, often with mobility too; i.e., the cloud shall
become fog. More and more virtual network functionality
will be executed in a fog computing environment, and it will
provide “mobiquitous” service to the users. This should
enable new services paradigms such as Anything as as Service
(AaaS), where devices, terminals, machines, and also smart
things and robots would become innovative tools which
would produce and use applications, services, and data. This

is essential for the success of the future Internet of Everything
(IoE), which is a clear evolution of the IoT.

Due to higher penetration of mobile broadband (at the
first place smart phones) compared to fixed broadband
including developed and developing countries, the proposed
5G framework with mobile cloud and fog computing can
be easily generalized in a heterogeneous future 5G scenario,
including any existing and future RATs, for different existing
and future mobile broadband services. In that manner,
efficient MCC and QoS-based usage of available mobile
resources is essential for implementation of the 5G desirable
performances and goals.
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